lectual at the expense of the mechanical aspects of painting, but rather take great pains to associate and even to identify themselves with the representational craft of painting. In doing so they register a decidedly artisanal component of the professional self-consciousness which many Dutch and Flemish artists shared. Their works give splendid witness to a vital form of Netherlandish artistic identity which cuts across the distinction usually drawn between the painter as craftsman and the painter as self-conscious professional. In what follows I want to suggest how the pictorial identification of self and art effected in these pictures might expand our understanding of the ways in which artistic identities could be conceived of and represented in the Netherlands of the seventeenth century.2
In considering the reasons why this distinctive form of self-imagery may have appealed so strongly to Netherlandish artists, two sets of cultural circumstances seem 2 In speaking of a pictorial identification of self and art I should make clear at the outset that I am not using the term self in the modern psychological sense or to refer to a self which exists prior to and independent of the picture. I am using this formulation instead to point to a form of subjectivity or subject-position that is constituted in representation, and more specifically in the process of self-reflexive painting.
particularly relevant. The first concerns the way in which painters became professionalized in the Netherlands, and the second has to do with the value collectors attached to the mimetic virtuosity so copiously evident in still-life painting. It is important to remember that the efforts of Netherlandish artists to improve their social and professional status during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries took place largely within the structures of the craft guilds rather than in opposition to them.3 In the Netherlands the idea that painters should be seen as practitioners of a liberal art did not supersede, but rather was assimilated into well-established artisanal structures and values. Both in their written defenses of painting and in their efforts to gain pre-eminence within the hierarchical organization of the guilds, Dutch painters tended less to disavow their links to the artisanal world than to claim a privileged place within it, vaunting painting as the epitome of craft, and valorizing the painter as the supreme craftsman.4
Artisanal values are very much in evidence in the vernacular art literature of the Netherlands, where the artist-authors of these texts devote considerable attention to celebrating the manual dexterity, imitative skill and technical prowess of their compatriots. One need only look to Karel van Mander's Schilder-boeck, which contains the first history of Netherlandish art, to see how the value of technical ingenuity is established at the outset in the presentation of Jan van Eyck's putative invention of oil paint as the foundation of a new pictorial tradition with unprecedented mimetic possibilities.5 In the biographies that follow, van Mander consistently Angel's remarks may serve as a reminder that the displays of technical mastery through which Netherlandish artists were inclined to represent themselves testify not only to the artisanal underpinnings of their professional identities, but also to the economic and aesthetic value which collectors attached to the mimetic virtuosity so copiously evident in Dutch still-life painting.7 We know that the earliest collectors of still lifes came from courtly and aristocratic circles, and that their patronage conferred prestige and high repute upon the painters whose work they sought to acquire. The appearance of self-imagery in still life within a decade of its 7 The rhetorical insistence of seventeenth-century art theorists on the subordinate relationship of still life to figure painting underscores the extent to which this hierarchy actually needed to be argued. Samuel van Hoogstraeten's often-cited remarks on the three degrees of pictorial subject matter in his Inleyding tot de hooge schoole der schilderkonst, Rotterdam 1678, pp. 85-87 offer a revealing case in point, for they presume an audience which evaluates paintings principally on the basis of mimetic virtuosity. He takes great pains to explain to his readers that the value of pictures depends not only on the imitative skill they display, but also on the significance of their subjects. Just as the most deceptively rendered still life cannot exceed the inherent limitations of its subject category, he argues, neither do unspirited likenesses or incompetent histories merit inclusion in the higher categories merely by virtue of their subjects. The salient point about this passage is not simply the fact that van Hoogstraeten assigned still life to the lowest of category of subject matter, but rather that he felt compelled to assert the interdependence of subject matter and skill as evaluative criteria, and ultimately to make a case for judging each subject category according to its own merits.
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pile of gold coins, and four exotic and intricately patterned shells. It also displays two silver, covered goblets gilt in gold, one of which bears no less than eight mildly distorted images of the artist mirrored on its globular surface (cf. fig. 6 ). It is difficult to imagine a more dramatic contrast to these tiny, seemingly incidental reflections of Clara Peeters than the commanding portrait of himself which Rubens fashioned in the Four philosophers. Where Rubens eschews his identity as a tradesman, Peeters depicts herself frankly at work before her easel, with palette in hand. Where Rubens acquits himself masterfully in the human portrayals which are the measure of his art, Peeters displays the skill of hand and eye which are the measure of hers. Her frank acknowledgement of the artisanal basis of her professional identity has a close parallel in the conventional self-portraits of her compatriots, who began in the mid-sixteenth century to display the tools of their trade as professional For all the boldness of their claims to mastery, Peeters's self-images are nonetheless remarkably self-effacing. As explicit as they are about her mimetic skill and her mastery of optical phenomena, they suggest virtually nothing about the individual character or personality of the artist. It is less her person than her technical prowess and the imitative power of her art that the images reveal. One might say that Peeters makes her own likeness appear to be simply a by-product of her art and its specular artifice. And it is in her command of that 13 I am thinking here of works like the flower pieces of de Gheyn and Bosschaert, which were both labor-intensive in their production not only her technical mastery, but also her cultural identity as heir to a pictorial tradition that had always privileged mimetic virtuosity and representational craft.
Peeters's Still life celebrates those values in a number of ways. The most immediately obvious is her meticulous re-crafting in paint of finely wrought objects which are themselves carefully chosen products of consummate craftsmanship. We know, for example, that gilt goblets like those in her painting could represent the combined skills of several master craftsmen, including the draftsman and/or sculptor who drew the designs, the silver and goldsmiths who executed them, and possibly still other metalsmiths who applied the chasing and ornamentation.'2 We also know that the celadon-green Ming bowl was a recently imported product of a Chinese technology then highly valued in Europe, where the craft of firing porcelain had not yet been developed. Peeters asserts the power of her own representational craft to fashion pictorial counterfeits of all of these products of human ingenuity. Beyond that, she also shows how her artistry vies with nature's own, particularly when she attends to such items as the checkered fritillaria or snake's-head bloom drooping from its stem, or the colorfully patterned shells, which were especially prized at the time as exempla of nature's imitation of human artistry.
By turning her imitative skill to the crafting of luxury items and coveted rarities, Peeters further enhances the art with which she identifies by calling attention to the way it produces value. The objects displayed in her picture are all collectables of the sort that would have been found in the kunstkamers of seventeenth-century merchants and virtuosi. Representations of such aesthetic commodities were among the earliest and most expensive still-life easel paintings. These pictures, which were luxury items in their own right, could rival in cost some of the valuables they depicted. 3 Because of the imitative virtuosity they displayed and the surrogate possession they offered, they also formed a key element in these collections of art and rarities. Painted depictions of collector's cabinets commonly call attention to this pro- By focusing as I have on the notions of art and artist which inform Peeters's picture I have deliberately avoided the one issue that has dominated interpretive discussions of this and virtually all still-life pictures; namely, the vanitas implications of still-life imagery. While few commentators fail to note the extraordinary technical refinement of these works, their discussions tend to locate the "meaning" of still-life paintings exclu-sively in the symbolic order, where such details as the artists' reflected images and the luxury items they depict can be read as emblems of the transience of human existence and worldly possessions. I think there can be no question that still lifes like those by Clara Peeters engage a concern with mortality and the fragility of human life-its pleasures, passions, possessions and ambitions. Indeed, it could be argued that this obsession with the ephemeral is fundamental to all European still-life painting. But on what terms and through what representational strategies is that concern registered in these pictures? What does it mean to craft mirror images that are not fugitive but fixed and stabilized, or flowers that are forever preserved in paint? Are these pictures produced primarily to offer moral edification and reminders of mortality? Do they not also nurture the cherished fiction that that which is most ephemeral can be possessed and preserved-at least in art-from the ravages of time? There seems little question that both these impulses feed into Dutch still-life painting and register its audience's deeply rooted ambivalence toward possessions and worldly attachments that were both desired and feared. Yet in the case of still-life self-imagery, the purposeful valorization of the artist's craft asserts art's io Vincent Laurensz. van der Vinne, Still life with glass sphere. Moscow, Pushkin Museum power over the brevity of life in ways which undermine, or at the very least complicate the vanitas symbolism which these pictures may contain. 6 In many instances these works invite us to attend to the ways in which the painter's representational craft is capable of stilling time and life for visual consumption and contemplation. The Haarlem painter Vincent van der Vinne provides such an occasion in a curious still life 
